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v1.7:
- Added info page with OAT and battery voltages. It can be disabled under Setup / Pages.
- If valid GPS is detected at power on, Helios will offer GPS altitude at initial setup.
- Under QHN/Res new option Preset elevation is added. It can be:
OFF: at initial screen GPS altitude will be offered or 1013 if there is bad or no GPS.
QFE: at initial screen 0m will be offered.
value between 2 ... 2000: at initial screen this altitude is offered.
v1.6:
- Minimum weight of glider is set to 100kg.
- Double seater configuration will not slow down when GPS is connected to the system.
v1.5:
- TA page crashes if GPS is bad - fixed
- Auto baud rate on Flarm port is supported.
- Flight can be finished on command (press on statistic page).
- Flight will end after 45s in standstill.
- Auto QNH works only until first take-off is detected. After that elevation is not corrected any more.
- Auto switch to TA page is working correctly.
v1.4:
- Shut down option added in setup menu to turn off device.
- G-Force page is added.
- 2nd seat will show only pages which can be shown (if no GPS than TP and TA is not shown etc...).
- 2nd seat will not crash if statistic page is active and flight is finished.
- FG on 2nd seat is working correctly.
- Vario needle bug fix.
- Indicator setting top/bottom values has correct select range.
- 2nd seat is showing the same setup/page and setup/indicator settings as main unit.
v1.3:
- Longer polar names are visible under polar select.
- All shortcut functions from Joy are supported.
v1.2:
- Time and date can be set under Setup/Info page.
- Vario/SC menu was renamed to Vario menu.
- Under Setup/Vario, user can set vario silence threshold - no vario beep bellow this threshold
setting.
- Enabled TA setup page.
- Removed TA beep setting from Vario menu.
- Removed Auto TA setting from Setup/Page
- Audio frequency (negative, zero and positive) can be set under Vario/SC menu.
- Vario needle bug is solved.
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v1.1:
- Sync of MC, Bal, Bugs, Volume will be done when used in double seater configuration.
- 2nd seat inducator will show the same vario page (vario average arc instead of SC arc).
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